
Chapter 5

"Marcus?" Nathan asked after seconds of silence.

"Nathan? Nathan? I can't hear you properly, I'm currently busy I'll call you later!" Not letting

the other party respond, he immediately hanged up the call.

Nathan felt weird in his heart as he thinks Marcus is hiding something from him, but didn't

bother to think more and instead, went back to his ugly face because of his girlfriend.

The four ate and drink their coffees, soon came back to the dormitory and parted ways.

Marcus  turned  his  phone  to  airplane  mode  for  two  reasons,  first  is  to  avoid  Nathan  and

second, because he's truly flying out to his father's city.

As soon as the series of Rolls Royce stopped at the airport entrance, it quickly attracted the

attention of most people.

It seems like a celebrity who's taking a trip to other country for concert or projects outside

since the people crowded the entrance in aim to see the wealthy master coming out of the

Rolls Royce.

"Mr. Marcus, please wear this mask to avoid exposure." He said and handed a black surgical

mask.

Marcus then smiled and accepted it, "Thank you."

Many cameras focused on the Rolls Royce with guards surrounding, and soon comes out a

tall guy wearing mask.

The faces turned disappointed after losing the chance to see a very wealthy guy.

But the news of ten Rolls Royce accompanying a young master circulated around the city

that triggers curiosity of the people.

Who could hold such power in a third tier city in the country?

Nathan and Franc saw the news in their timelines and immediately recognized the guy in the

picture.

Yellowish white polo, light black slacks, and dirty rubber shoes, who has it in their city and

specifically in their school other than their friend?

The two was shocked and lost for words.

Their friend is a hidden scion?

Nathan then tried to call Marcus but unfortunately, the call can't push through, reason having

the phone in airplane mode.

Confused but they chose to keep it and confront their friend first before anything else.

The news spread like wildfire in the past eight hours, even the university girls were dying to

know who the young master is created a group for search.

Meanwhile, Marcus landed successfully in the capital city of the county, the Queensland. He

was greeted by another batch of Rolls Royce, then transported to a huge mansion or a palace

in the border between the Queensland and Greenville, a first rate city.

"Mr. Marcus, please." Darwin left his hand in the air pointing outside as soon as he opened

the door.

He stepped out and couldn't believe what he is seeing.

"Is my father a royalty? This is even better than other palace in other countries." He thought

to himself.

Two lines of women wearing a royal blue uniform came out neatly and as if moving in one

body. all expressionless which made him creeped out a bit.

"Welcome, Young Master Marcus." the group said in unison.

He couldn't find anything to say so he smiled and let Darwin lead the way.

Screaming with royalty, he was in complete awe, the paintings which he had studied were all

from knowned artist, surely it cost a fortune to buy.

The sculptures displayed was gold or silver which he thinks are true gold and silvers.

Marcus was swallowed by amazement not until Darwin snapped him back to reality, "Mr.

Marcus, we're here, please come inside."

He nodded and smiled.

Darwin opened the door and let him enter.

So huge, the room was a library, bigger that of in the university, it looks familiar.

It looks like the biggest library in South Korea! but a smaller version he think.

He roamed his eyes to capture the beauty of each corner but stopped in front, where a man

was sitting in a majestic chair.

"My son, you're finally here."
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